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Durable Beauty At A More Competitive Price.

If an architect could create the ideal wood flooring for a residential project, the floor's wearability would be guaranteed for 25 years. It would have color and tough acrylic forced through the wear layer, so restaining would never be required for the life of the floor. An architect's ideal floor would come in a broad color palette, and would offer easy-to-achieve custom-look designs by mixing lengths, widths, colors and species. The ideal wood floor would be readily available, would look like a custom floor, and would be priced more affordably than custom floors. And it would come with the manufacturer's expert sales and support system, for smooth and timely completion of the project.

This dream floor exists, but only at Hartco. Take a look today. You'll be floored by Hartco's durability, design capabilities, colors and remarkable price advantage.

Color and acrylic are forced through our wear layer.

Hartco®
Quality Wood Flooring
a division of Triangle Pacific Corp.
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Everything that used to be available only in a wood window. And now you’re finding it in Visions 2000. Because Visions 2000 is made with quality control standards that deliver a confidence in vinyl beyond compare. So whether it’s energy efficiency, maintenance-free living or protecting margins without cutting corners, now you know exactly where to look.
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someone saw everything you need in a vinyl window
TRUSSES MAKE TRENDS
Strong Southern Pine Excels

Your plans are drawn. Your design is complete. But, how well is it ventilated? Ask Cor-A-Vent, the ridge vent experts. We pioneered the "Roof Over" ridge vent business in 1976, with our first patent. Since then, we've consulted with literally thousands of design professionals, helping them to specify the aesthetic and functional benefits of concealed ridge ventilation.

Proper attic ventilation helps preserve the life of the roof and structure. It also helps ensure the comfort of the occupants inside. Whatever your design calls for, from a hip roof to metal roofing, Cor-A-Vent has the application to fit your needs. Send us a copy of your roof plans, and our technical dept. will do a take-off for specifying.

Specify Cor-A-Vent ridge and eave vents — the crowning achievement of your next project. Most special application details are available by phone using our 24 hr. Vent-Fax™. Also you can download the files from our website at www.cor-a-vent.com.  
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Know what's happening in any Top 75 Market

U.S. Housing Markets offers a new series of custom reports designed to give you the most up-to-date information in practically any format you might need, including:

- Permit Data
- Market Hotness
- Custom Market
- Metro Market Profile
- County Activity
- Place Detail Activity

Call Mary Patalidis at 1-800-755-6269
Residential architect online

New for 1998, the only site on the Internet built exclusively for residential architects—the most wired members of the home-building community.

Builder’s favorite house plans

The largest collection of house plans on the Internet, searchable by style of house, number bedrooms/baths, etc. Sponsored by Weather Shield.

Home planners online

The largest publisher of house plans in the business is now online with a database of over 350 house plans, and stories about home design and home building.

1998 guide to building products

Features more than 12,000 building products from 3,000 manufacturers and SPEC Selector—an interactive database of product specs, details and where-to-buy information.

www.hbrnet.com
What’s on your CAD Wish List?

- Draw ONCE and generate all working drawings
- Communicate better & create better presentations.
- Win more jobs

Fax your list to: 415-703-9770 or visit www.worksthewayyoudo.com and receive a FREE Demo CD.

ArchiCAD for TeamWork
Works The Way You Do

Send your CD to:

Name:
Company:
Address: 
C/S/Z:  
Tel: 

(OF course, you can call us too at 1-800-344-3468.)

Visit us at the Custom Home Show, Booth #417
from the editor

affordable architecture
one man's crusade to provide affordable design for the masses.

by boyce thompson

This month we celebrate the inspirational achievements of Jack Bloodgood, FAIA, a man who for decades managed to bridge the often distant worlds of high architecture, production housing, and popular house design. That he managed to thrive in all three worlds for so many years is a testament to his tremendous design sensibility and great business sense.

affordable design's champion
From the earliest days of his career, Bloodgood championed the noble cause of bringing affordable design to the American public through the sale of house plans. As the building editor for Better Homes & Gardens, he promoted good design in affordable housing by selecting the plans sold by the magazine. In 1969, he established his own plan service.

At the time, people who couldn't afford the services of an architect had little choice but to buy sterile production housing, often built from FHA-approved plans. Bloodgood sought to give people a home with character, a home they could come home to with pride, a home that many years later they would want their grandchildren to see.

Some architects viewed what Bloodgood was doing as a competitive threat. They hauled him before a tribunal of the AIA and told him that if he wanted to continue calling himself an architect, he would have to stop selling stock plans. Instead, he convinced the board of the need for this service and kept his AIA membership.

prospering across markets
Today, few architects manage to do what Bloodgood did so successfully: work in all three major market segments.

design for "everyman"
A cold, analytical marketing study would give credence to such an approach. Only a minuscule segment of the market could ever afford the services of a Robert Stern or a Hugh Newell Jacobsen. They may be able to buy compelling production architecture, but more often than not they'd have to live in that builder's neighborhood. That leaves a huge number of people of modest means who want to build a home on lots they already own or who feel so strongly about the design of their home that they want to find the perfect plan.

There are several tiers of residential architecture. Only the true giants find a way to serve them all.
Look old man winter straight in the eye and wink.
Cold. It has a knack for getting past windows. And under skin.

It also explains why Hurd has such a loyal following. Take for instance Hurd Heat Mirror™ TC-88 windows. They reflect interior heat back into rooms while keeping outside temperatures at bay. And advanced Hurd InSol-8® windows earn an R-8 center-of-glass rating for ultimate energy-saving performance.

Call 1-800-2BE-HURD ext. 800 or visit us at www.hurd.com.

And keep the cold where it belongs. Outside.

WHEN YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT WINDOWS
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This Web-enabled CD is fast, easy-to-use and the most comprehensive database of its kind. It puts all the information you'll ever need about building products right at your fingertips. Just put the CD in your CD-ROM drive, click your mouse and you'll find:

- Up-to-the-minute information on over 17,000 building products
- Over 300 new product introductions
- Product catalogs for over 30 companies
- Links to hundreds of manufacturers' Web sites
- Manufacturers' addresses, phone/fax number, email addresses and ordering information

Compatible with both Windows and Macintosh-based computer systems.

Limited Supply.
Order Today.
Call 1-800-24I-BLDR

It costs just $29.95 plus $5.00 for shipping & handling.
INTRODUCING WOLVERINE MILLENNIUM™ SIDING
Engineered for performance.

PATENTED NAILTIGHT™ FLEXIBLE HEM
Millennium nails tight to the wall. The nail hem is woven of sturdy synthetic fibers.

PERMAFLEX™ SUSPENSION CABLES
Tough, flexible cables fusion-welded into the panel allow the panel to expand and contract.

GRIPLOCK™
With Wolverine's exclusive positive-locking system, panels install quickly, smoothly and evenly.

PERMACOLOR™ RESIN FORMULA
Wolverine's proprietary resin and blending system assures color permanence and low-maintenance endurance.

HEAVY-DUTY PERFORMANCE
Millennium is .044” thick for outstanding durability.

STORM-RESISTANT
Withstands hurricane-force winds for homeowner peace of mind.*

Contractor Bob Wilk of Farmington Hills, MI, demonstrates the uncommon strength of Millennium.

For cutting-edge technology and straighter, better-looking home exteriors, specify Millennium, the next generation of siding. Millennium nails tight to the wall and “floats” from its cables. Innovation, only from the innovator, Wolverine.

In an unaided study, architects preferred Wolverine for exterior cladding products. And professionals rated us Number One for quality in a Brand Use Study by Builder Magazine.

See new Millennium in action for yourself! Call the Wolverine Sales Support Group toll-free at 888-838-8100 and we’ll send you a brochure and free video.
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Letters
keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming, folks.

going independent

I was excited to see a new magazine that is aimed at residential architecture. The article “Staffing for CADD” (June 1997, Tech Lines, page 68), particularly interested me because I own a residential design and drafting firm in Brooklyn Park, Minn. (a suburb of Minneapolis). I agree with author Sara O’Neil-Manion 100 percent.

I was recently a full-time employee with an architectural firm. When I was brought on staff, there were three other drafters employed at the firm. One was a board draf ter for 14 years and was just starting to learn CADD. The second learned AutoCAD by reading the reference manual and taking a couple of hour-long night classes. The third was just out of drafting school and as green as I was eight years ago. It was difficult for me to work and teach at the same time.

But then I got the opportunity of a lifetime: working from home and doing what I love. But it wasn’t easy to get started. I started working part-time out of my home office in 1993. I gradually made more contacts as time went on, which led to more jobs. Over the past four years I have averaged about $5,000 to $10,000 working part-time from home. This year, I will easily clear $60,000 from working with architects and builders. In 1999, I will probably double what I make this year.

I hope every architect and builder reads that article. Thanks for promoting independent contract design and drafting.

Brian J. Larson
Northern Home Design
Brooklyn Park, Minn.

Patent 5,429,495 creates the world’s most beautiful furnace.

To get furnaces out of the utility closet, we made them attractive.
These highly efficient fireplaces look as good as they feel on a chilly night.

And while our direct vent technology allows them to go in easily anywhere, they’re particularly useful in hard-to-heat locations.

They can warm a cold basement den.
Or update an old home without having to put in a chimney.

Or heat the guest cottage that isn’t suited to having its own furnace.

These fireplaces take little time to install. And once installed, your customer has a beautiful fire with the click of the handy remote control.

For brochures on our furnace-rated fireplaces and the name of a distributor near you, call toll free: 1-888-GasFyre(427-3973)
e-mail us at info@heatnglo.com, or visit our web site www.heatnglo.com
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the right mix

I like the mix of good buildings and practical tips. It reminds me of the old Pencil Points magazine. I wish you success with your new magazine.

Frank Harmon
Frank Harmon Architect
Raleigh, N.C.

"nonaffiliated"—and proud

Your magazine is one I look forward to receiving. I do, however, have a question about a statistic in the article "Outlook: Optimism/Growth" (October 1997, page 78).

The title of the box on that page reads "AIA affiliation," then the text says "66% of survey respondents are registered architects." So, do you mean that 66% of the respondents are AIA affiliated or do you mean that 66% of your respondents are registered architects?

The reason I ask is because no one has to be affiliated with the AIA to be a registered architect and never will. I am a registered architect and due to my observations of the AIA over the past 22 years, more than likely I will never be affiliated with the AIA.

Mark Grenell
The Plan Factory
Castle Hayne, N.C.

editors' note: The headline of the box is misleading. According to the survey, 66% of survey respondents are registered architects, while 56% of respondents are members of the AIA. We regret the confusion.
EVEN WITH THAT ENTRANCE
BUT THEN YOU RED
The house had been on the market for over a year. Sure, the leaded glass doors and columns wowed all who entered. How could they not? The columns with their Corinthian capitals. The leaded glass doors crowned by a basket-handle arch. But they weren't enough to close the deal.

Then, you redesigned the kitchen. Using only Jenn-Air appliances. And the house sold to the next couple who saw it.

It all proves what the award-winning design of a Jenn-Air kitchen can do. It's the pillar that people look for in a beautiful home.

No offense to the entranceway.
ANNOUNCING...
residential architect ONLINE
from residential architect magazine

Ask questions, find answers, share ideas—connect with others who do what you do.

THIS WEEK
PRODUCTS
DESIGN
HANDS ON
CADD
THE STORE
BULLETIN BOARDS
WEB SITES

- Read The Latest Industry News
- Quickest Way to Find Product Specs You Need
- Indepth Coverage on Innovative Design
- Get Insiders’ Tips & Techniques
- Learn Solutions for the Most Critical CADD Challenges
- Find the Latest Upcoming Conferences, Books, Software and Tapes
- Converse with Other Architects
- Link to Hundreds of Related Sites

www.residentialarchitect.com

Hanley-Wood, Inc. • One Thomas Circle, NW, Suite 600 • Washington DC 20005
THIS MONTH’S TOPIC

We’re Listening

ONE OF OUR GREATEST PRIORITIES at JELD-WEN, inc. is to stay close to you, our customers. We have taken some time to talk with builders and remodelers to make sure that we are providing useful information and support. These conversations have revealed that, in addition to providing you with a variety of quality products, we should also serve as a major source for in-depth product information. We plan to be just that.

Industry Insights is a series of monthly informational supplements sponsored by JELD-WEN, inc. Each month, our industry specialists will create an editorial feature covering trends and innovations within the window and door product category. The last page of each Industry Insights supplement will complement the editorial feature, providing more specific information to which you can refer.

Two detachable Quick Tips cards — one for you and another for your customer — will provide useful product category tips to benefit both of you. This month’s Quick Tips cards, for example, offer sources for important industry and product information. We know that homeowners look to you for advice, so we hope that, through Industry Insights, we can provide you with the right answers to their questions.

JELD-WEN understands that the marketplace is inundated with industry and product information. As one of the largest window and door suppliers to the industry, we believe we should take the lead in providing this information to you in a way that is quick and simple to process. Our wide variety of quality window and door brands encompass just about any material, size, style and price point you can imagine (see page 33 for more information), which makes us experts in disseminating this information.

We’re eager to understand how we can better use Industry Insights — or other media — to provide better service to you. Please post your questions or comments on our website bulletin board at www.doors-windows.com. We look forward to hearing from you.

March 1998

Industry Insights
Every grain as unique as your fingerprint.
No wonder living with wood makes us feel more human.
It's a warm welcome home. The ultimate personal touch. And no one does it better than Nord.® Having crafted fine wood doors since 1925, we offer an unparalleled selection.

Even before it leaves the factory, a Nord door has become a personal statement, for each one bears the signature of a line inspector in the name of superior quality control.

Truly, there's something designed to comfort the anxious, picture-clutching homeowner, and fit snugly within any given budget.

Of course, the entry doors shown here are only a hint of all the new designs in our catalog. And, making your choice to work with Nord even easier, we offer our all-new "Quick Ship" delivery program and pre-hanging options. Ask your dealer for details.

fig. 2: Nord Door No. 4670 Sidelight No. 4676 (Oak)

fig. 5: Nord Door No. 4681 Transom No. 7681 (Hemlock)

fig. 4: Nord Door No. 4624 Sidelight No. 4627 (Oak)

behind every Nord door to make us all feel special. And what could be more human than that?

Nord DOORS

Part of the JELD-WEN® family

For a free catalog and location of your nearest dealer, call 1-800-877-9482, ext. 25.
home front

tips and trends from the world of residential design

stair struck

Stairs serve as memory points in Dahlin Group’s designs for the Laurelwood series at Palomares Hills in Castro Valley, Calif. The townhouse community caters to style-conscious singles and couples with multilevel floor plans and custom-quality details. A terraced stair with maple treads becomes a sculptural element at the core of the 2,329-square-foot Vistapark plan (far right). Curved steps connect the dining room to a sunken great room in the 2,379-square-foot Oakgate model (right). The townhomes were built by Shapell and sell in the $300s. Interiors are by Creative Design Consultants.

—Susan Bradford Barror

design awards deadlines

builder’s choice design and planning awards

entry deadline: may 15, 1998

Now in its 18th year, BUILDER magazine’s annual awards program honors excellence in custom and production housing, residential and nonresidential remodeling, and small commercial projects. Call 1-800-726-8220 for entry information.

industrial revolution

Toothbrush holders in the Brooklyn Museum of Art? It’s true—in January, the museum’s Decorative Arts Collection added a line of bath accessories to its permanent collection. The industrial-strength products are Robern’s new O-hi-O series, designed by David Zelman with Robern’s Howard Katz.

The line includes towel rings and towel bars; robe hooks; holders for soap, cups, toothbrushes, and paper; and a shelf. Suggested retail prices range from $96 to $349.

The O-hi-O series comes in two styles. The New Paris designs feature brackets fabricated from gold-plated balls and aluminum cones. The Xenia accessories have triangulated aluminum brackets with anodized aluminum locking knobs in a choice of colors.—S.B.B.

For more on the new O-hi-O series, see www.residentialarchitect.com
40% Of What We Build, We’ll Never Build Again.

And that’s the way one-of-a-kind residential windows should be. Original. At Pozzi®, we share your vision for beauty and then we take it one step further. We make sure it works. No structural failures. No leaks. No problems. It’s all about performance, whether it’s design flexibility or the integrity of construction. So, if you’re designing custom homes and you’d like to see your windows built right, design Pozzi into your plans.

Call 1-800-257-9663 ext. 8000, or visit us at http://www.pozzi.com

Pozzi Wood Windows is a registered trademark of JELD-WEN® inc. ©1996 JELD-WEN, inc.
"Are they everything I said?"
"Even more. Are they...?"
"No, they're NORCO."

Your clients want the most impressive windows they can afford. So give them everything they could ask for. And then some. NORCO wood windows. They're exactly what your clients wanted. But not exactly what they expected. When you recommend NORCO, they can think about a better grade of floors, countertops, or even window treatments. And no matter what you need as a builder, NORCO wood windows are the right choice. They're available in thousands of shapes and sizes, with primed or low-maintenance aluminum clad exteriors. They're all double-glazed, so they meet the highest standards for energy efficiency. And they're all delivered on-time, on-budget. Of course, all these benefits add to your reputation. And lead to more referrals, more projects, more profits. So whether you're building a 10,000 square-foot showpiece, a simple vacation home, or looking for a better way to remodel, say "yes" to NORCO. Every time.


www.doors-windows.com
counter intelligence

John Dengler, AIA, used a 2 1/2-inch-thick Texas sandstone slab for the kitchen counter in his family's mountain cabin in Glen Haven, Colo. It is finished with two coats of a non-gloss sealant. The sandstone has survived the usual household spills, Dengler says, absorbing liquids without leaving a spot. But he intends to apply a heavier gloss sealant, just in case. "It will bring out the colors in the stone even more," he says. The counter's chiseled edge and galvanized metal backsplash suit the cabin's ruggedly casual personality.

(For more on the Dengler house, see page 64.)—S.B.B.

woodstock + 29

Ever wonder what became of Max Yasgur's barn, where the multitudes dined during the 1969 Woodstock Festival? It's now a residential designer's office, of all things—and its current owner has a story as colorful as the history of Yasgur's farm.

His name is Steve Dubrovsky, and he's a professional rodeo cowboy. He also owns Woodstone Development Corp., a design/build firm that produces woodland getaways for wealthy New Yorkers. The old Yasgur barn in Bethel, N.Y., is his headquarters. Dubrovsky acquired the dilapidated property in 1996, and has transformed the 2,150-square-foot structure into offices and meeting rooms for his 15-year-old firm.

Dubrovsky, now 48, competes in some 25 rodeos a year. (In his heyday, he averaged one a week.) He's been designing houses for as long as he's been on the rodeo circuit. "I'm drawn to the architecture of the areas where I compete, especially in the northwest ern states," he says. The homes he designs reflect that influence. So too does the inside of his barn-turned-office. Outwardly, the structure still looks like a barn. But the interior, with its exposed beams and massive stone hearth, recalls a rustic lodge in Montana. "My clients come to me because they know the kind of work I do," says Dubrovsky. "I wanted an office that captured that flavor."

Though Dubrovsky isn't a trained architect, he does the initial design work. His staff includes a registered architect, a structural engineer, and two designers, who participate in planning meetings with clients and draw up Dubrovsky's designs. Also on the payroll are some 45 tradespeople who build the houses—which have price tags of $350,000 to $1.7 million, not including land. Dubrovsky is currently designing and building in three communities, all in rural Sullivan County, N.Y., and all within a two-hour drive of Wall Street. —S.B.B.
# THE JELD-WEN FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window Brands</th>
<th>Wood</th>
<th>Vinyl</th>
<th>Aluminum</th>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>Molded Wood Fiber</th>
<th>Hardboard and Wood Veneer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARADCO</td>
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</tr>
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<td>SUMMIT</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nord</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning Point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Products</th>
<th>Stair Parts, Columns, Posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comply</td>
<td>Multilayer Composite Subflooring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please see reader service card to request additional information on these brands.
light source

Does that new home you’re designing call for antique crystal wall sconces? Does your client crave a vintage chandelier? Then Jim Neumann may be your man. Jim is the president of New Metal Crafts in Chicago, and he collects and refurbishes antique lighting fixtures from around the world. (The company also manufactures new fixtures.) Neumann estimates that he has 40,000 lighting fixtures in stock in his showroom at 812 North Wells Street—of which some 10,000 are antiques.

For more information, call New Metal Crafts at 1-800-621-3907 (in Chicago, 312-787-6991).—S.B.B.

urban dwellings

It looks stunning. But *The New American Apartment* is a bit more than a coffee table book. Journalist/designer Oscar Riera Ojeda has assembled a sophisticated collection of 30 apartment designs from cities coast to coast. He entices with dazzling photography, then garnishes his case studies with annotated design and construction details. Each 6-to 8-page profile includes a program description, material specifications, cost information, and a list of project team members.

Among the design firms Ojeda features: Ace Architects in a warmly eclectic design for one of San Francisco’s oldest apartment buildings; Krueck & Sexton Architects’ minimalist steel program in Chicago; and a storage-filled scheme for an apartment in Philadelphia, by Wesley Wei Architects. Though all of the dwellings are distinctly urban, Ojeda presents a good cross-section of sizes, budgets, and aesthetic intent.—S.B.B.
tell us what you think

Magazines thrive on reader input. So tell us what you think of *residential architect*.

1. What percentage of your firm's work is:
   - % custom single-family
   - % production single-family
   - % multifamily
   - % residential remodeling
   - % nonresidential

2. How much time did you spend reading this issue of *residential architect*?
   - less than 15 minutes
   - 15-30 minutes
   - 30-60 minutes
   - more than an hour

3. Which articles did you enjoy most in this issue? Why?

4. Which articles did you enjoy least in this issue? Why?

5. What stories in previous issues have you especially enjoyed? Why?

6. *residential architect* seeks to provide its readers with a balanced selection of design and business stories. In your opinion, was the story mix in this issue appropriate?
   - Yes [ ]
   - No [ ]

   Comments:

7. Suggestions for future stories:

8. Suggestions to improve future issues:

Mail or fax your survey to Susan Bradford Barror, Deputy Editor, *residential architect*, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005. (Fax: 202-833-9278).
There's a better way to simplify your drawings.

Adding value to your working drawings can be child's play. If you use HB&G's free new CD-ROM, you'll have access to handy CAD drawings of columns, porch posts, railings and more. They're quality products and easy to work with — created from strong, durable synthetics, Permacast™ columns, PermaPosts™ and PermaPorch™ railings from HB&G are made to last a lifetime.

With our CD-ROM, you can also:
• Review a catalog of all products, dimensions, sizes and installation.
• Review actual product installations on real-time video.
• Find specific information you need with a quick-reference pamphlet.

So not only is designing easier, but your working drawings have attractive, architecturally correct components wherever you want them. Whether or not you put the drawings on the refrigerator is, of course, also up to you.

For a free CD-ROM of HB&G CAD drawings, contact:

HB&G
Permanent Performance.
P.O. Box 589, Troy, AL 36081
800.264.4HBG • 334.566.4629 FAX
www.hbgcolumns.com
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>March 1998</th>
<th>April 1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-7 Natl. Assn. of the Remodeling Industry Annual Convention</td>
<td>1 Renaissance '98 Design Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>Deadline for entry forms for design competition presented by <em>Remodeling</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(703)575-1100.</td>
<td>magazine and the NAHB Remodelers' Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13 Natl. Frame Builders Conference and Rural Builder Show</td>
<td>17-19 1998 Kitchen/Bath Industry Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For post-frame, metal-frame, stud wall, light industrial and residential</td>
<td>Custom Builder Conference &amp; Expo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-14 Real Estate Connect '98</td>
<td>21-24 1998 Kitchen/Bath Industry Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explores how technology and real estate industry resources are radically</td>
<td>Custom Builder Conference &amp; Expo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altering the way property is bought and sold. For real estate industry</td>
<td>Multi-Housing World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>professionals. San Francisco, Calif. (510)444-6176.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-21 Sustainable Steel Conference</td>
<td>21-24 Coverings '98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Steel Recycling Institute hosts this event for architects, engineers</td>
<td>The International Flooring Exposition,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and designers on the use of steel as a building material. Orlando, Fla.</td>
<td>International Wall Covering Exposition,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(202)347-8200.</td>
<td>and International Tile and Stone Exposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20 Custom Home Show '98</td>
<td>Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, Fla. (800)881-9400.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented by <em>Custom Home</em> and <em>Builder</em> magazines. Sands Expo and</td>
<td>Upgrading your insulation package could enable you to offer more windows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nev. (202)736-3445.</td>
<td>If you increase insulation R-values in sidewalls and ceilings, you can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade tip</td>
<td>offer customers more popular options — like windows — without increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber glass batts have high recycled glass content.</td>
<td>energy demands. To find out more, visit <a href="http://www.knauffiberglass.com">www.knauffiberglass.com</a> or call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That helps you build environmentally friendly homes. To find out more,</td>
<td>The Knauf Facts Machine at (800)200-0802 and request Document 8503.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hours a day, visit <a href="http://www.knauffiberglass.com">www.knauffiberglass.com</a> or call The Knauf Facts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine at (800)200-0802 and have Document 8501 sent directly to your</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fax machine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© 1998 Knauf Fiber Glass
Welcome to Datebook, a bi-monthly industry update sponsored by Knauf Fiber Glass. Look here for the latest news on major industry events and other information to help you build your business. For information online regarding industry events or energy-saving ideas for your homes, visit the Knauf and Builder web sites at www.knauffiberglass.com and www.builderonline.com.

BUILD CATHEDRALS WITH HELP FROM A HIGHER POWER.

Raise the R-values of your cathedral ceilings with Knauf High Density Batts. Your customers love the spacious feel of cathedral ceilings. But you’re stuck with tight cavity spaces and a big insulating challenge. Instead of yielding to expensive temptations like larger framing sizes, try turning to a higher power. Knauf High Density Batts give you greater insulating power for your designed framing. So you can offer heavenly cathedrals at a down-to-earth price. To find out more, 24 hours a day visit our web site or call The Knauf Facts Machine to have Document 8504 faxed to you. We’d like to offer a few revelations on how Knauf can help you design and build homes that sell.

www.builderonline.com
www.remodeling.hw.net

Are you looking for new brass hardware to add that decorator's touch for that special paneled door...how about the latest specs and styles on vinyl windows...or information on a particular building product manufacturer that you read about in a recent BUILDER or REMODELING article?

The PRODUCT SPEC SELECTOR was developed to provide builders and remodelers with a single source for finding building products online. It contains information for more than 10,000 products and 3000+ manufacturers.

At your fingertips, you'll have:
- Product photos
- Product features and benefits
- Up-to-date product specs
- Dealer and Distribution listings

See for yourself: www.builderonline.com
www.remodeling.hw.net

Just a click away 24 hours a day.
Our success hinges on your satisfaction.

That’s why we are committed to exceeding your expectations.

Expect exceptional Style.

Expect exceptional Quality.

Expect exceptional Service.

The symbol of our commitment...

ALUMAX BATH ENCLOSURES
1617 N. Washington
P.O. Box 40 • Magnolia, AR 71754-0040
800/551-0208  FAX 870-234-3181

http://www.infogo.com/alumax/alumax.html
email at: alumax@infogo.com

Cultured marble is courtesy of IMC of Dallas, TX
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One of the joys of being a residential architect is that you get to compete for work not only against other architects, but also against a host of other players. It’s true—in most states it’s legal for anyone to design a detached house. Architects who believe they are the best qualified group to execute residential design are mistaken. Home builders and residential designers often are more knowledgeable and better trained to design and specify houses than architects (particularly architects who only occasionally dabble in residential work). But designers and builders should not overstep their bounds by moving into areas legally delegated to architects.

"right to design" During the competitive 1990s, some residential designers and home builders have expanded their design services beyond single houses to include multifamily buildings and even commercial structures. Builders and subcontractors sometimes advertise that they provide architectural services as part of their in-house capabilities. Generally these practices are against state law.

The “right to design” is defined by each state in legislation typically called the architect’s law. Key provisions include the definition of what comprises an architectural firm for the purpose of offering architectural services to the public, and which building types are exempt from the law and don’t require design by an architect. Typically, single-family homes and some multifamily buildings are exempt. But in certain states they are not: The laws vary greatly from state to state.

misconceptions One common misconception about the architect’s law is that it is enforced by local building inspectors. In some states, it is not. Since building codes generally are local law, building officials may overlook certain state or federal laws. The most common example is when a local building official accepts non-architect prepared drawings with an engineer’s stamp. If the drawings meet code, they are considered OK.

Another common problem is that builders with a licensed architect on staff may advertise that they provide “architectural” services. But architectural firms generally are required by law to be majority owned by licensed architects. Builders who employ architects should not claim to offer “architectural” services, since they are not able to independently advise customers on design issues as an architect would. However, builders with architects on staff may offer “design” services for exempted building types.

r-e-s-p-e-c-t All parties who provide design services should be aware of the state laws governing their practice and respect those laws. Architects should respect the right of others to provide design services. But when those designers exceed their legal boundaries, architects must be prepared to point out that consumer laws prevent such practices. If necessary, state boards will pursue violators and administer penalties.

James W. Wentling, AIA, is the principal of Philadelphia-based James Wentling/Architect. He holds a law degree and was admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar but does not practice law. This information is not intended as legal advice but may be used in discussion with a legal advisor.
Copper.
High-performance flashing for high-quality roofs.

To your customers every detail counts.
So make a statement with high-quality copper flashing. Copper delivers unsurpassed protection and beauty. For more information, design assistance and a free copy of our roof flashing pamphlet, call the Copper Development Association at 888-4ARCH11. And visit us at http://www.copper.org.

COPPER. The smart choice.
practice
degregation dos and don'ts
successful firm management depends on smart delegation. here's how to do it.

by vernon mays

Early in 1996, Mark Scheurer, AIA, admitted that success was beginning to get the better of him. His four-year-old practice in Newport Beach, Calif., focusing on resort and production housing, was cruising along nicely. But the 80-hour workweeks were wearing him down. "We had gotten to the point where I was not able to show up at every meeting," he recalls.

When the staff swelled to 18 and Scheurer started accepting work in places from Boston to Hawaii, he knew something had to give. "I compare it to being a waiter in a restaurant," he says. "There are only so many tables you can wait on and still do it right."

For Scheurer, the combination of a burgeoning staff and broadening markets demanded that he reorganize to maintain the quality of the firm's work, keep the clients happy, and preserve his sanity. In January 1997, he placed three of his most trusted associates in charge of projects and made a fourth person the firm's top administrator.

Counting himself, that means four principals are now available to take prime responsibility for a project. "We assure the client that that person has ultimate decision-making power," Scheurer says.

His firm's new structure reflects a trend toward collaboration rather than domination by a single individual. All of the principals are encouraged to bring new work to the firm, but "we do not accept any project until the principals discuss it and agree," Scheurer says.

The principal-in-charge runs the job and maintains primary contact with the client. Design is a collaborative process involving all the principals. The advantage of the new structure is that more people in the firm feel responsible for the results. "And there's a closer relationship between the client and the work," he says.

Scheurer and other residential design firm principals realize that as billings increase, growth moves them closer to the breaking point beyond which a practice spirals out of control. Delegation to qualified personnel goes a long way toward solving the problem. But the need for shared responsibility doesn't make accomplishing it any less an art form. Like anything done well, successful delegation requires well-considered steps. Here are a few of the most important.

hire smart. The best way to ensure you can pass responsibility to your employees is to surround yourself with people who can handle it. "I've always tried to hire people who I think are smarter than I am," says Dail Dixon, FAIA, of Dixon Weinstein Architects, a six-person firm in Chapel Hill, N.C., continued on page 46
You may be able to tolerate sag in the seat of your pants; but, no customer can accept it in soffit panels for eaves, overhangs and porch ceilings.

Heartland's Extra-Strength Soffit/Vertical Paneling fights sag with deep V-groove engineering — the same basic principle used in structural I-beams — for superb rigidity over long and short spans.

58% thicker than ordinary soffits with our re-enforced lock to keep it in place when the wind blows. Plus, lanced aeration — not punched — to avoid weakening the panel.

Give us a call. We'll help you get the sag out of your soffit business . . . and the seat of your pants, if need be.
that does custom residential work. “So when I’m not watching what everyone is doing, I’ve got people who are adding to the equation rather than taking away from it.”

Andrea Clark Brown, AIA, of Naples, Fla., admits it has taken time to refine her hiring practices. Her choices have become more critical in the past 18 months as her practice has grown from $6 million a year in construction to $21 million, with a heavy concentration on custom residential projects as well as civic and church commissions. “I’m very careful that the aims of the office are well understood and agreed on,” she says.

After going through a period of high staff turnover, Brown decided she was trying too hard to sell prospective employees on the virtues of living and working on Florida’s Gulf Coast. She has changed her tune when conducting interviews. Good portfolios and people skills are important, of course. But Brown also places a high priority on candidates’ enthusiasm and sense of direction. Her reasoning: People who are serious about joining her firm are more likely to stay long enough to earn meaningful responsibilities.

Delegate intelligently. Once you have the right people on your staff, you have to know how to use them. “We try to bring up well-rounded employees who are able to work with the partners on a collaborative basis,” says Chad Floyd, FAIA, a partner at Centerbrook Architects in Essex, Conn., which has a staff of 60. “We don’t just hire people to do drafting.”

Although the partners initiate the client contact, they immediately involve a project architect—and residential commissions are the most likely training ground for the firm’s less experienced project managers. “We try to give them responsibility for managing the day-to-day operation of the project,” Floyd says. “That leaves the partners free to design.”

The strategy has the effect of multiplying the capacity of the partners, “whereas if we held closely the management of our clients, we would only be able to handle a very few projects,” he says.

For key discussions during schematics, Floyd and the assigned project manager often hold conference calls with their clients. “Our house clients tend to be very sophisticated, so we may propose a telephone meeting with a client who has a fax machine, and we send sketches back and forth.” Working in tandem with his staff architects, Floyd can complete three such sessions in a day. “There is no time when I will be there and the project manager will not—although the project manager may go to meetings and site visits without me.”

But is it a hard sell to get clients to accept this arrangement? “No,” Floyd says. “They appreciate the work being delegated to someone whose time is billed at a lower rate than mine.

In addition, I may have many projects that I am worrying about at once, whereas the project manager may only have one or two. Clients like that kind of attention.”

“if we held closely the management of our clients, we would only be able to handle a very few projects.”—Chad Floyd, FAIA

Floyd, FAIA, a partner at Centerbrook Architects in Essex, Conn., which has a staff of 60. “We don’t just hire people to do drafting.”

Successful delegation is not only about passing along the grunt work. It’s also about giving staff members a stake in the firm. Chris Lessard, AIA, of Lessard Architectural Group in Vienna, Va., was struggling to manage 30 employees before he brought in a management consultant to help him regain control of the practice. Lessard had divided the firm—which does land planning and multi-unit residential developments—into two studios: one for design, the other for construction documents. “I had inherently built in a group that had somebody else to blame for things that went wrong,” he observes. “And they weren’t talking to the clients. That really hurt us.”

After spending time with the consultant, Lessard restructured the firm using a project manager system that places a single person at the head of each project team. Team managers can hire and fire, and they handle billing and negotiating with clients. “The managers have to do collections, so they have to keep the client happy,” says Lessard.

Now clients are better informed. And, while the project managers share a pool of designers, the new arrangement keeps the designers in closer touch.

continued on page 48
Because you never get a second chance to make a first impression.

Bruce hardwood floors
1-800-722-4647
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with the projects they are working on, which results in a higher sense of shared responsibility and less finger-pointing.

The firm has grown to 45 employees since the restructuring. Lessard says he decided to expand because work is being completed more efficiently and with far fewer quality control problems. “It means that people are starting to self-manage,” he says.

**don’t lose sight of the work.** No matter who’s the lead designer, all projects the project architect suggests. Dixon says the meetings never fail to improve a design. The process also forces the project architect to articulate his or her intentions, and it helps the younger architects refine their presentation skills.

Project oversight is even more important in a large production firm such as Looney Ricks Kiss Architects, which has a staff of 120 and offices in Memphis and Nashville, Tenn., and Princeton, N.J. “I have instilled in my

“before we show clients a preliminary design, we close the doors, shut off the phones, and review the project as a group,”

dixon says. “even the office manager participates. she’s watching to make sure the emperor has clothes.” — dail dixon, faia

that come through Dixon Weinstein are subjected to at least two critiques by the entire staff. “Before we show clients a preliminary design, we close the doors, shut off the phones, and review the project as a group,” Dixon says. “Even the office manager participates. She’s watching to make sure the emperor has clothes.”

The second review takes place during design development, usually at a point that staff the idea that we all communicate throughout the day,” says principal J. Carson Looney, FAIA, who heads the firm’s residential division. While associates at the firm are assigned to “total client maintenance,” Looney makes it a habit to attend the kickoff meeting for each project.

After that, key staff members oversee the work at critical points. “I like to have at least three people in a design review and sometimes up to six,” says Looney.

He periodically schedules a day solely for reviews, sometimes tackling six projects in a day. In those sessions, the project architect presents to senior staff. “I’ve tried to empower the senior associates so that if they see something is not going right, they have the authority to put a stop to it.”

Looney says that when the firm adopted the structured review process two years ago, many egos were bruised. “Now people feel that if they can get an hour of the key staff’s time, the project will be better in the end. We’ve had to change the culture of the staff.”

**look out for the client.** Brown focuses on getting her staff to listen to clients and communicate effectively. “We talk a lot about how to have clients take you into their confidence and feel you are listening,” she says. “I stress with my people how to negotiate problems and how to mediate. It’s all about communication.”

Information flows so well in Brown’s firm that project captains alert her when important issues are likely to come up in a client meeting. Then she makes sure to attend. “Given the talent the project captains have, I don’t want to usurp their relationship with the client. But I also want clients to know they can confide in me if there is a problem. They know I am reading all the correspondence and that I will call them independently to work out a problem,” she says.

**don’t be afraid to say no.** To avoid being stretched too thin, you may simply have to stop short of overwhelmed yourself. That may mean delaying the start of a project or limiting your firm’s growth.

Mark McInturff, AIA, of McInturff Architects in Bethesda, Md., has made that choice. “You have to be willing to say there’s a certain size you can get to and no bigger,” says McInturff, if you want to work directly with clients, remain heavily involved through schematics, and keep a handle on quality. “Particularly in custom residential firms, there’s a limit to how big you can be. For me, it’s four people.”

McInturff says he’s now turning away new work to avoid becoming a production machine. “If we added more people to accomplish the work, we might make more money, and we might not, he says.”

Dixon says the ideal size for his firm is about seven or eight people. “It allows my partner and me to do the work we like best, which is to design buildings” and oversee their construction. Limiting the firm’s size means he does

continued on page 50
not have to work too hard at marketing. "And we can keep the quality of the work higher."

If a client insists on Dixon and Dixon only, "that's fine. But then they have to wait until the next open time slot."

**reap the rewards.**

When you're considering how best to delegate, remember why you're trying to spread the workload in the first place: to get back to doing the things you want to do, whether that is spending more time with the family or focusing on the things that first attracted you to architecture.

Mark Scheurer, for one, says that shifting responsibility to other employees in his 25-person firm allows him to be engaged in the creative process again. "Before our reorganization, I saw myself becoming more and more of a hand-shaker," he says. "The great thing now is that I get my share of projects. So I get to draw again."

**Vernon Mays is editor of Inform, the architecture and design magazine of the Virginia Society AIA.**
Ludowici —
Still the one.

After more than 100 years, Ludowici clay roof tiles remain the preferred choice of architects and building professionals.

No other clay tile manufacturer offers more colors, styles, fittings, textures or finishes, or can match our customization capabilities. Ludowici decorative fittings, still painstakingly hand-made by company artisans, are truly works of art.

Our quality is unmatched as well. So strong and durable, Ludowici tile can be used in any climate, and often lasts well over a century, its original beauty only enhanced by time.

And every tile in a complete new or replacement roof is backed by the Genuine First Edition Ludowici Roof Tile Limited Warranty, which has a 75-year duration and includes 20 years of Prime Protection™. This represents the industry’s most comprehensive coverage. Further assurance that you’ve purchased an original, the finest clay roof tile in the world.

Ludowici — still art, still the one.

For more information, please call us at 1-800-917-8998.

*Please see actual warranty for specific details and limitations.
HOW TO EXPAND YOUR HOME DESIGNS WITH BASEMENT LIVING SPACE.

Trust the experienced basement professionals at TUFF-N-DRI® to help you design attractive, affordable living space — in the basement. A basement is a great way to give your clients the extra living space they want. And with TUFF-N-DRI’s two-part waterproofing system, your basements are guaranteed dry with a 10-year transferable warranty as well as insulated for maximum comfort. So the space can be finished as a family room, home office, guest bedroom suite, home gym, kids’ playroom and more! For more great basement living design ideas, call for our free TUFF-N-DRI Basement Design Guide.

800-DRY-BSMT
www.tuff-n-dri.com

FOR A HOME OFFICE OR GUEST SUITE.
FOR A HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER.
FOR A FAMILY ROOM.

*See 10-Year Warranty for Details

GUARANTEED DRY BASEMENT
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Sierra Pacific Windows sells direct. Just what is selling direct and what does it mean to you? It means we eliminate the middle man. It means that there is a knowledgeable salesperson to give you the expertise and personal service you need. It means we know your job, your deadlines, your issues and your best solutions to solve them from the beginning. It means offering a complete line of classic wood and state-of-the-art aluminum clad windows and doors. It means having an architectural support program for your convenience, complete with CAD details. But most importantly, it means having a window professional ready to be your partner in each job. You see, we don’t want to just build your windows...we want to build a relationship with you. In today’s competitive building market, couldn’t you use such a committed member on your team? We thought so. We are those professionals. Sierra Pacific Windows... have you discovered us yet?
It seems everyone is smiling about our direct sales.

Call today for a complete sweets catalog, loaded with ideas for you and your customers. We service the 11 western states.

800-824-7744

Or check out our website at

www.sierrapacificwindows.com
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production house design has come a long, long way in the past 30 years. Just ask legendary housing architect Jack Bloodgood.

In 1965, when I started our firm, there was no residential architect—nor much of a market for such a magazine—since very few housing architects were doing anything other than government-subsidized design. Private-sector production houses of that era were styleless. Many were built from lumberyard plans, with very little variety or choice. And most homes were bought with FHA loans, which were available only to houses with the "lowest common denominator" designs. We all remember those ranches with the picture window on one side and two little windows on the other, with a front door that looked like a back door.

continued on page 56
1960s
"better homes for all america"

Back in 1957, I was doing commercial work for an architect in Stamford, Conn., when I learned that Better Homes & Gardens was looking for a building editor. So at the ripe old age of 26, I moved my family to Des Moines, Iowa. My early exposure to housing came from those days at Better Homes. It was a wonderful learning experience. Traveling all over the country for eight years, I learned to look at housing through the consumer's eye.

When I joined Better Homes & Gardens, there weren't many production-home builders, much less community developers. In those years, Better Homes took an active role in promoting good design through its Better Homes for All America program. My role in the annual design/build event was to develop design criteria and select four or five architecture/design demonstration homes for small families, executive families, and retirees. We would build between 24 and 40 of these houses each year across the country. We then featured them in the magazine, bringing new residential ideas directly to American consumers.

on my own
I started Bloodgood Architects in Des Moines in 1965. My firm was a pioneer in designing housing for the private sector. Home building in the late 1960s and early 1970s had limited resources, fewer still with any architectural merit. Builders had no access to residential land planners, nor did they have the opportunity to develop marketing and presentation services.

the plan service
To bring better residential design to builders...
established a plan service in 1969—a move that nearly got me kicked out of The American Institute of Architects. I successfully lobbied the AIA board as to the need for this service, and thus retained my membership. But we housing architects remained a subculture of the AIA for years.

The Bloodgood Plan Service helped bridge the gap between architects and home builders. We tried to bring design, proportion, character, and livability to our houses. To market the service, we featured our plans in brochures that we took to national home builder conventions. Little by little, sales grew to 20,000 plans a year. We started the first plan service page in Professional Builder magazine, the precursor to the extensive plan sections now found in both trade and consumer magazines. And we spoke directly to consumers through my nationally syndicated newspaper column for Hearst Newspapers (King Features), where I described “study prints” and made them available to interested readers.

custom work
While I was getting the plan service established, I also wanted to design custom houses. One early example, when Bloodgood Architects was still a firm of one, was the house selected for the cover of Architectural Record’s 1969 “Record Houses” issue.

Custom design was the typical role architects played in the housing arena at the time, but it was completely out of reach for the majority of home buyers. Doing custom work kept me “whole” as an architect, even as I pursued the more urgent need to provide production design to the builders who were starting to shape our suburbs.

1970s expansion
I felt it was important to expose more architects to the opportunities of designing homes for average Americans. I wanted them to understand the discipline of approaching their work as “product design,” with its cost restraints, design limitations, and mortgage judgments by appraisers who wouldn’t assign value to anything too “radical.” So the firm began to expand its outreach to other housing architects, builders, and consumers.

Thanks to our editorial ventures and our

“the home buyers
of the early 1970s wanted a different, more contemporary look—houses that were ‘not [their] father’s Oldsmobile.’”

mid 1970s

We updated the split-level look for Lexington Homes in suburban Chicago. We gave it stone accents, an entry porch, a pop-out bay, and a clipped garage opening.
participation in AIA and National Association of Home Builders housing design groups, we were broadening our view—and our client base—beyond Des Moines. Our plan sales brought us builder clients who prospered with our designs and then came to us for more direct and specific service.

the times, they were a’ changing
The early 1970s were a time of evolution, both in housing and in society as a whole. Young people were challenging societal norms, opting for individuality rather than conformity. At the same time, a new generation of home builders was emerging. They became nationally organized, and began to educate themselves to excel at every aspect of home building—from land development to design and sales.

The home buyers of the early 1970s wanted a different, more contemporary look—houses that were "not [their] father’s Oldsmobile." We sought to capture attention, and buying power, by designing homes with fresh exterior architecture and open, informal interiors that reflected the informal lifestyles of the times.

These were the days when women were leaving the kitchen and entering the workforce. So we designed kitchens that were open to living areas for family togetherness at mealtime. Master bedrooms became bigger during the 1970s, too, with larger closets and private master baths.

bicentennial fever
The approach of the nation’s bicentennial brought a dramatic shift in national taste. The young questioners of the early 1970s were joining the Establishment. As they started families, they wanted to give their children a sense of heritage and tradition with homes that exuded pride of place and pride of country. And so we witnessed the rebirth of regional traditional

"the young questioners of the early 1970s were joining the establishment.
they wanted to give their children a sense of heritage and tradition.”

Attached homes were gaining favor with empty-nesters, a newly coined term to describe a group previously clumped into single-family product thinking. The Gables, built in 1981 by The Green Co. in Newton, Mass., catered to this new market segment with attached clusters of individual homes. And it introduced bright, open interiors to the tradition-bound Boston market.

Land prices were skyrocketing by the mid-1980s, which led to new density innovations. With smaller lots, the houses themselves had to be more exciting, with view amenities such as a lake or a golf course. That was the thinking behind Island Club, a small-lot community near Atlanta we designed for McGlamery Properties in 1986.
styles—especially the colonial influence on East Coast and midwestern residential design.

**the industry matures**
By this time, the number of architects in private sector housing practice had grown into a well-established group. The AIA Housing Committee changed its focus from government funded housing to private sector housing, led by chairmen Walt Richardson, Art Danielian, and me. NAHB began to foster—rather than merely tolerate—a design committee for its members. And the building industry magazines were becoming more sophisticated, talking to builders as business professionals rather than hammer and nail guys.

**1980s**

**the me generation**
During the 1980s, the housing architect's role changed from meeting needs to creating elegance and individuality. In this decade of prosperity—for the middle and upper classes, at least—builders and architects had to respond to individual home buyer expectations. It was the era of the designer label, and every house had to make a statement. This was the era of impact, of big houses and lots of volume. Labels on jeans became a symbol for how we dressed; gated communities symbolized how we lived.

**focus on community**
Land use became a critical factor as land prices rose far more quickly than the cost of sticks and bricks. Builders began to look for leftover infill sites as alternatives to ever-expanding suburban flight. Architects and planners responded with designs that maintained privacy and individuality at higher densities. The multifamily rental and condo markets were driven by young professionals—both men and women—who were delaying marriage and living on their own. And so multifamily housing evolved from boxy barracks, appealing to the same consumer preferences as single-family homes.

**teamwork and growth**
During the 1980s, architects and builders alike learned how to respond to NIMBYism. We put together meaningful neighborhoods and communities with recreational amenities and open spaces. The baby boomers were the driving market force of the late 1980s. They were affluent and status-conscious, and they wanted houses that reflected their success. In late 1988, we designed the first of the “big boxes” for Chicagoland's Lexington Homes. It featured big street presence and interior volumetrics in extremis.

**1990**

In 1990, Newsweek asked us to design a home for the typical family of 2010. Our 4,220-square-foot design was later built by public television's Hometime in Shorewood, Minn. It's a vertical house designed for a compact lot, because we predicted lots would be much smaller by 2010. And we completely rethought the function—and names—of rooms. It's an open, flexible plan with a central gathering space augmented by multi-use areas, a family computer station, and multiple outdoor living areas.

“labels on jeans became a symbol for how we dressed; gated communities became a symbol of how we lived.”

Photos: BSB Architects & Planners
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space. Architects and builders teamed with planning and marketing professionals as integral players in product development. During the housing depressions of the 1970s and early 1980s, we had seen that the builders who excelled at design integration and teamwork were the ones who continued selling houses.

As businesses of every type started to form national conglomerates, so too did the larger and more aggressive home building companies. They expanded into new markets nationwide, putting together teams who could deliver homes and communities to regional markets. Our services grew to accommodate the big business of home building.

"we put together meaningful neighborhoods and communities with recreational amenities and open space."

1990s what we've learned
The 1990s ushered in an insidious housing slump that saw the demise—or near-disappearance—of many fine home building companies and residential architecture firms. The builders who survived demanded simple, cost-effective box plans. And buyers demanded value, value, value.

As we emerge from those lean years, we have witnessed the renewal of themes sounded throughout the previous decades. Teamwork among architects, builders, planners, marketers, and merchandisers continues to drive the housing industry today. Buyers favor historical house designs, much as they did during the bicentennial era. And they demand 1980s-style individuality, which has produced unparalleled flexibility and customization in production housing—with graciousness and understated style often lacking in homes of a decade ago.

the business of architecture
I believe that work should be pleasant. That is the atmosphere in which our firm has always
operated. But as the housing industry has grown, faltered, and grown again over the past three decades, so have we as a firm. In the mid-1970s, I saw the need to be a team of partners rather than a single voice. And so I started adding partners—sometimes based more on friendship rather than on business relationships. (We were slower to learn business acumen than our builder clients.) One left us for a while and later returned; another we weren’t smart enough to find the proper role for.

But over the years, we have evolved into a strong partnership now led by two senior, majority-owning partners and nine junior-partner, minority owners. When Doug Sharp and Doug Buster became president and senior vice president (respectively), they changed my loose, let-it-happen style into a carefully planned and orchestrated operating business plan.

As Bloodgood Sharp Buster Architects and Planners, we have expanded on my early attempts at regional offices to bring our services ever more expertly and speedily to our clientele. As our group has grown—the firm now numbers 75 in six offices across the country—we’ve developed an integrated accounting package. The partners also saw the need for in-house marketing talent. Today, our marketing staff coordinates outreach efforts for each office and the national firm, while also developing internal learning activities for all BSB personnel. These services are so knit into our process today that it’s hard to imagine it otherwise.

Now we are a firm of national presence, and the next generation of leaders is being brought into partnership and ownership positions. Our nine newest partners lead each of our regional offices: Des Moines; Tampa, Fla.; Chicago; Sacramento, Calif.; Dallas; and Phoenix, plus the marketing, accounting, and business operations. They have grown into a self-respecting and group-respecting team who can and do share their opportunities, problems, and solutions for the good of all.

So, now that I have retired from "active duty," we have in place a team poised to grow and change with the evolving residential marketplace. They have learned not at "father’s knee," but from our clients and each other. Since 1965, we have been a continuous part of this dynamic housing industry, participating in its evolution from fledgling to maturity. We have learned from it, contributed to it, and shared in the personal, financial, and professional rewards it brings to all of us who enjoy it so much. ra

“teamwork among architects, builders, planners, marketers, and merchandisers continues to drive the housing industry today.”

1998

Graciousness. Elegance. Fine craftsmanship. Respect for tradition and attention to detail. That’s where we are in production housing today, at the close of the 20th century. The New American Home ’98 in Dallas, designed by my successors for BUILDER and the National Association of Home Builders, epitomizes these trends.

Today our firm of 75 is directed by Doug Buster (center) and Doug Sharp (right), under whose ownership and guidance our group has flourished individually and as a whole. Their expansion of partnerships to the next generation will help lead us into the century ahead with a carefully planned, well-designed place in the housing arena.
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That won't rot.
That won't crack.
That I don't have to paint every two years, but will let me change the color if I want.
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Circle no. 27
Fun and informality are priorities for Melanie and John Dengler and family (from left: Hayley, Maddie, Kellen, and Riley).
The 936-square-foot Dengler cabin recalls an old mining shack. Architect John Dengler used cedar siding and ground-faced concrete block for the exterior, exposing the block’s decorative surface to the interior. Entry is on the cabin’s upslope side, giving the lower level unobstructed mountain views.

loft level—where the Dengler brood, ages 6 to 14, camp out on an assortment of futons and cots. Living spaces on the main floor are walled with windows and sliding glass doors that soak up southern sunlight and views. A radiant floor heat system and a pair of high-efficiency propane fireplaces supplement the passive solar gain.

This compact cabin is about to get a new neighbor: a 10-by-12-foot bunkhouse for the kids, made from decorative block left over from the main house.

Dengler's palette of interior materials includes walls of tongue-and-groove pine, galvanized metal, and concrete block; sealed concrete floors; and sandstone counters and fireplace surrounds.
When Jan and Dale Mulfinger decided to move, they didn’t go far, distance-wise: just four blocks from their old house in the Linden Hills section of Minneapolis. In terms of lifestyle, however, they entered a brave new world. “We sold everything,” says Dale. “We cleaned house, as it were. Our kids were gone, and we decided we wanted to live in a different way.”

Out went the antique furniture, to be replaced by an understated collection of contemporary pieces that suits the clean lines of the couple’s new, 2,500-square-foot house. Dale is a principal with Mulfinger, Susanka, Mahady & Partners. This house, on a narrow infill lot, stands as testament to the firm’s crisply regional residential work.

The 42-by-135-foot lot could handle a house up to 32 feet wide. But Mulfinger opted for the narrowest allowable width—22 feet—to capitalize on yard space. He and Jan (who served as general contractor on the job) removed a 90-year-old house to make way for their new home. Their new neighbors welcomed the move, Dale says. “The old structure was decrepit and unsafe. They were excited that someone was investing in their neighborhood.”

The neighboring houses—most from the World War I era—have side driveways leading to rear garages. But the Mulfingers placed their garage toward the front of the lot to make way for gardens and grass. There’s a pine tree in the middle of their driveway. It makes parking the car a bit tricky—“but it masks the garage,” Dale says.

From a purposely constricted entry, the house opens into a single central living space. “Our old house was broken up into lots of small rooms. But we liked the idea of having a shared area to live in, much like a European apartment would have. We absolutely live in that main room,” Dale says.

The upstairs library is where he does writing and research for his adjunct professorship in the architecture program at the University of Minnesota. Its sleeping alcove houses a queen bed for visiting family and guests.

French doors connect the home’s central living area to the side yard, where Jan and Dale Mulfinger have planted a miniature orchard of flowering fruit trees on their 42-foot-wide lot. The house is valued at $250,000.
The library trusses and table (above) are a link with Dale Mulfinger's childhood. They are fabricated from wood salvaged from the barn of his family's farm. Engineered wood beams span the first floor living space. Floors are Brazilian cherry; cabinets are maple and American cherry.

**project:**
Mulfinger residence, Minneapolis

**architect:**
Dale Mulfinger, AIA, Mulfinger, Susanka, Mahady & Partners, Minneapolis

**builders:**
Tom Dornbusch, Builder/Carpenter, Minneapolis; Saga Construction, Minneapolis
Jeffrey Levine and Maggie Moore's "home" before the renovation.

home work

Both Jeffrey Levine and Maggie Moore are architects. He does affordable housing for the city of Richmond, Va. She consults on hospital design from her office in a 5,000-square-foot warehouse that the pair calls home. Completely nondescript when the couple purchased it, they have transformed the early 1950s building into a showpiece of industrial style.

"It's city living in the country," says Levine of their quarter-acre hillside lot in Richmond's historic Shockoe Bottom. "We have a park on one side and open land in front, which gives us fabulous views of the city.

The setting prompted the couple to approach the building's owner—a mechanical contractor—about selling. They had little trouble getting a special use permit to build a dwelling in a manufacturing zone. "The city realized that anything we'd do would be an improvement," Levine says.

That the building was essentially a corrugated metal shell was a plus for the pair. "We have always liked light, views, and large spaces," Levine says. Their requirements for their new home were straightforward. First and foremost, they wanted to celebrate the building's inherent industrial qualities—"for aesthetics, but also for cost and durability," says Levine.

They wanted a single large area for frequent entertaining, and spaces for specific pieces of furniture and artwork. And they needed an efficient office for Moore's consulting work and Levine's small side practice. "Our synergy and our different sensibilities as architects created a far better result than either Maggie or I could have produced alone," Levine says.

Despite its homely appearance, the building was in good structural shape. Contractor Tom Davis removed existing interior concrete masonry partitions, adding new ones that define rooms and create security walls, in effect, for the living space. The existing ceiling ranged from 18 feet to 20 feet high, which allowed the addition of a second floor containing bedrooms and a large office.

But the home's most important room, a 40-by-32-foot great room, soars the full 20 feet, with a wall of windows overlooking the city. The windows cleverly replace a pair of overhead doors that served the original warehouse. The house frequently serves as an informal gallery for the couple's many artist friends. Says Levine, "We've had concerts in our home, too. The open layout suits the way we like to live."

A wall of glass replaces the original overhead garage doors. Levine and Moore added the porch, supported by a 25-foot-high grid of purposely rusted steel columns that are the building's sole exterior ornamentation. Renovation costs were $59 a foot.
The great room relies on fans and vents for ventilation. It is heated by a gas-fired infrared heater in the ceiling—a playful and practical reference to the building's former use. Glass partitions separate the great room from the rest of the house, which has zoned HVAC.

Husband and wife architects Jeffrey Levine and Maggie Moore.

**project:** Levine/Moore residence, Richmond, Va.

**architects:** Jeffrey Levine, AIA, Shelter Design, and Maggie Moore, Richmond

**builder:** Virginia Restoration & Construction, Richmond
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the new age
designing homes for older adults

by rich binsacca

One thing about folks over 55: They know what they want, and they’re not shy about telling you. After all, they’ve had plenty of time to think about it. And when they talk about the home where they plan to spend the rest of their days, they believe they’ve earned your ear—in terms of income and homeownership experience.

Until this decade, however, homes for so-called active adults received about as much architectural attention as a trailer park, albeit one with a private golf course. “We treated them like move-up buyers, with plans that suggested a den option instead of a third bedroom. That’s about it,” says Deborah Portuguez of William Hezmalhalch Architects (WHA) in Irvine, Calif. “We thought they were moving to retirement communities for the outdoor amenities. We didn’t ask how they were going to live inside the house.”

Demographics and demand have altered that practice. “In the last 10 years, there’s been a heightened expectation for design that is tailored to the client’s needs”—especially among those on the cusp of retirement, says Daniel Milton Hill, AIA, principal of Arbor South Architecture in Eugene, Ore.

Some design features for older clients are

Daniel Milton Hill, AIA, says that most of his older clients prefer open kitchens for informal entertaining. And they are willing to pay for upgraded finishes such as granite countertops and limestone floors. He designed the single-level plans shown at left and above for empty-nesters at Valley River Village, a planned community in Eugene, Ore. Both feature low-maintenance stucco exteriors. His firm, Arbor South Architecture, also did the interior design. Journey Built Homes of Springfield, Ore., was the builder.

www.residentialarchitect.com
Donald A. Gardner Architects sells the 1,879-square-foot Hampton plan to older buyers looking for an open layout and single-level living. The plan includes an above-garage bonus room for hobbies and storage.

obvious: Limiting level changes, adding informal entertainment spaces, and creating a spot for the golf cart. But it’s equally important to understand how these people plan to use their homes—now and in the future.

plan for the present

More than any other client group, people over 55 have the time and money to enjoy—and pay for—a variety of leisure activities. And they typically have a list of dreams delayed by kids and careers. They may demand spaces not found in their previous homes. A semi-retired CEO, for instance, needs a quiet, professional home office. A couple moving away from friends requires an upscale guest suite for week-plus visits. And a closet gourmet craves a wide-open kitchen with a six-burner gas cooktop.

“Function and design are more important than room count,” says Alan Menzies, WHA’s senior designer. “An empty-nester house with the same footage as a move-up plan may have one less bedroom, which allows bigger rooms and more flexibility.” Clients are more willing to swap a formal living and/or dining room for a pair of owners’ suites, an informal great room, an exercise area, and an office with space for a sofa bed for the grandkids.

people over 55 have the time and money to enjoy
In fact, a survey of mature buyers conducted last year for residential architect's sister magazine, BUILDER, found that older owners consider separate formal spaces expendable in favor of well-equipped kitchens and first floor owners' suites. "I've had maybe three (older adult) clients in 15 years who wanted space for formal entertaining," says Hill. "The kitchen, which is the hub of any home, becomes a new or enhanced hobby area for active adult clients," often including an office alcove and upgraded appliances, he says.

For the most part, older folks can articulate what they want in their retirement houses. "They are much more specific because they've had time to think about it," says Hill. Even so, he and his associates use an extensive, two-step programming exercise to get everyone on the same song sheet.

The first step is a "relationship matrix" for clients to indicate their preference for connections among rooms. It's a grid with the same 18 room names listed on each axis. Clients fill in the intersection points between rooms, using different color pens to show their desire for direct access, indirect access, or no access between those rooms. Not only does this exercise give Hill a starting point for his schematics, but it also may reveal unspoken wishes. The matrix may show that the client wants the laundry located near the owners' suite, for example, or storage access from the rear yard.

Next, Hill gives his clients a notebook with one page for each room. On each page, he asks them to paste a few magazine photos with images and ideas they like; there's also space to make special notations and to list furniture—like an heirloom buffet—that Hill will need to consider in the design process.

The two-step approach typically enables Hill to hit upon the right plan within one or two schematics, building his value with clients and saving himself the time and cost of several rounds of design work.

For architects and designers who work with builders instead of homeowners to create plans for today's retirement villages, the need for flexibility is especially clear. Menzies cites a recent WHA plan (shown at right) with an undefined area between the owners' suite and the kitchen, which could be used with either room. It could function as a private retreat off the bedroom or a morning room. Or the space could be split between the two areas.

**design for the future**

They may be very aware of their financial situation and their dream activities in retirement. But surprisingly few older adults recognize—or admit—that they may slow down as they get older. In a 1996 American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) survey of persons 50 and older, 88% said neither they nor their spouse have difficulty getting around the house. And 79% anticipate no such problems in the future.

"Some accessibility issues are client specific," says Don Gardner, AIA, principal of Donald A. Gardner Architects in Greenville, S.C., whose firm designs stock house plans and pay for—leisure activities.
and custom homes. "But it’s often difficult for older people to envision difficulties down the road." For designers serving seniors, it’s best to mitigate barriers using subtle, thoughtful features that follow the principles of universal design—which make homes user-friendly for young and old alike.

Eliminating basic barriers, such as level changes and narrow door openings, is just the start. Ken Rohde, AIA, of KTGY Group in Irvine, Calif., also tries to incorporate such convenient features as wider garage doors (with a straight shot from the street), and large, separate showers to avoid a slippery tub-shower combo. "This market has some concern for accessibility, but it’s not a primary focus," Rohde says. "We try to ‘hide’ those features as much as possible" to avoid negative references to aging.

But if you think you’re stuck designing single-story plans for this market, not so. "The key is to develop a plan where all necessary living spaces are on one level," says Gardner. A second level may house guest bedrooms, a home office, or a hobby room over the garage—inexpensive space that can be mothballed if stairs become problematic.

Gardner has designed plans with upstairs owners’ suites and comparably appointed guest suites on the main living level, which could easily convert to the owners’ bedroom down the road. "You still have the advantage of a two-story plan, which allows more yard space and generally more footage," Gardner says—which may relieve older buyers’ fears that they are downsizing too far.

Barrier-free materials and fixtures can be both subtle and effective. "I don’t understand why people think something has to look institutional to be accessible," says Jean DeLaura, ASID, an interior designer in Lamont, Ill., whose award-winning house for the 1995 Chicago Parade of Homes demonstrated universal design principles that allow occupants to age in place. "In

the new age wave

house—up to a point. “Most want to make a break when they downsize, but they still have a hard time parting with certain things they’ve accumulated over the years,” says Hill. For custom clients, it’s easy to determine what treasured objects the plan must house. Production home designs for unknown buyers should include built-in display space for antiques, photos, art, or books.

Supersize showers with built-in seats appeal to older buyers. Colored grab bars add style.

the finer things

Mature homeowners appreciate the finer things in life. They are in their peak earning years and may be reaping the rewards of smart investing. So they have the desire and the resources for top-of-the-line finishes and fixtures. “They see [these upgrades] as retirement benefits,” says Hill, who has designed a steam room or sauna into more than one senior’s new home.

Gardner sees active adults driving the demand for custom-caliber finishes—even in production homes, where they liberally add options to a base plan. “They don’t need the space [of a larger home], but they want upgraded quality,” he says.

Mature homeowners also want upgraded exterior materials that connote quality and durability. To accommodate clients’ disdain for vinyl and aluminum, both Gardner and Menzies use fiber-cement siding. It replicates wood more authentically than aluminum and vinyl, and is easy to care for.

In a nutshell, says Rohde, “They’re looking to make the best of their retirement.”

Rich Binsacca is a freelance writer in Boise, Idaho.

For more on older adults’ home buying preferences, universal design and accessible products, or fiber-cement products, see http://www.residentialarchitect.com
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Circle no. 95
Glass outlines this gas log fireplace in the Blakely model at Amberleigh in Mill Creek, Wash. The additional windows inject an unexpected punch into the 1,913-square-foot home's front elevation, points out Mithun Partners' Dick Bruskrud, the project's principal architect. Builder William Buchan framed the direct-vent insert with painted wood and black marble.

**fire works**

design a fitting fireplace and watch the sparks fly.

by meghan drueding
The fireplace in most production homes is just a hole in the wall.” So says GMP Architects’ Monika Moses, who designed the Museum Heights Condominiums in Brentwood, Calif. At Museum Heights, rich-looking materials and unusual shapes save a gas-burning insert from this fate. An asymmetrical hearthstone, color-blocked fiberglass surround, and floating maple mantel reflect the Modernist bent of the 66-unit project’s neighbor, architect Richard Meier’s new Getty Center. Smoke leaves the 1,658-square-foot unit through a 5-inch B-vent.

Architect Robert S. Griffin, AIA, didn’t want to break the smooth plane of continuous mahogany drawers in this Biltmore Forest, N.C., owners’ suite. So he tucked a fireplace into the built-ins. A stepped-up plinth above the metal gas log insert conceals a direct-vent flue. The fireplace adjoins a built-in television set that rises from behind its faux-drawer facade at the touch of a remote control, lifting the attached lamp and countertop along with it. The bedroom is part of an 8,455-square-foot remodel.
Though bookshelves and armchairs do their part, it's the fireplace that truly makes this library a comfort zone in a 3,000-square-foot Eugene, Ore., remodel. Flared cherry columns support the mantelpiece; a slate surround lends extra solidity. Architect Daniel Milton Hill, AIA, of Arbor South Architecture integrated the shelves and fireplace by elongating the mantel and continuing the columns above it. The double-sided gas-burning insert also warms the living room; smoke exits through a 5-inch B-vent flue.

When the owners of a 4,900-square-foot Montana custom home moved from Oak Park, Ill., they brought a preference for Frank Lloyd Wright's Prairie style with them. And they wanted a strong interior that could hold its own with the rugged Rocky Mountain scenery outside. Architect Frank Cikan, AIA, addressed both concerns with this freestanding, wood-burning fireplace. It warms the great room, dining room, and study through tempered glass and hand-forged iron doors on three sides. Local mason Martin Woodrow covered the surround and chimney with intricate Idaho quartzite stone patterns; the same stone forms mantels resembling natural rock outcroppings. Supported internally by four steel columns, the massive chimney extends through the second floor and disposes of smoke through a 24-inch flue.
When the fireplace and television split top billing as a room's focal point, they often compete. The result: diminished drama and diffused impact. In this Nashville, Tenn., remodel, architects Seab Tuck, AIA, and Virginia Campbell, AIA, of Tuck Hinton Architects solved the problem by linking a projecting wood-burning fireplace and an entertainment center with a shared pine mantel. Industrial elements—an etched stainless steel firebox, painted metal vent pipe, and limestone hearth—recall the 10,000-square-foot apartment's warehouse past.

A raised hearth gives this breakfast room fireplace modern purpose and old-fashioned charm. The granite slab serves as both an informal seating area and a sideboard for hot food. And the brick surround suits the suburban Philadelphia home's Colonial character. A storage area below the wood-burning masonry unit holds fireplace tools and firewood. Peter Zimmerman Architects designed the 7,000-square-foot custom house; Jacobson Homes was the builder.
It was a dark and stormy night.

Cool.

skylights and roof windows

For your free brochure call 1-800-283-2831.
www.VELUX.com
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architects at home

page 64
siding—cedar; masonry—ground-faced concrete block, Valley Block; roofing—standing seam metal, Berridge Manufacturing; exterior paint—Sherwin Williams Woodscapes; windows/patio doors—Wenco Series 860; structural lumber—Hem-fir #2 and glue-laminated beams; deck—redwood; floors—concrete; interior paneling—1 x 6 tongue-and-groove pine; fireplace—Margas CCT36; lighting—Cooper Lighting Halo can and track lights; dishwasher/range—Hotpoint; cabinetry—Kantz Custom Cabinets; counters—Texas sandstone.

page 66
siding—plywood and batten; roofing—Uniclad Metal Roofs; windows/patio doors—Shelter Supply; floors—Brazilian cherry; fireplace—Woodland Stove; stove—Dacor; refrigerator—Sub-Zero; dishwasher—Sears; cabinetry—Northern Wood Products; counters—stainless steel.

page 68
siding—BCMI; concrete—Mobil Concrete; concrete block—Tarmac Lonestar; limestone—Virginia Marble & Tile; windows—Pella; doors—Morgan & Mohawk, through Architectural Hardware; door hardware—Corben/Baldwin, through Architectural Hardware; steel—BMG Metals; tile—Daltile.

fire works
page 80—Marco PCT36; page 81—(top) Majestic SH42, (left) Marco MGC36, (right) Superior TMC 4500; page 83—(top) Heatilator.
"Curb" appeal.

Cedar is one of the most preferred exterior sidings. No other siding product has ever ranked higher in consumer preference year after year. Now shingle-style is again popular in better homes, attracting more buyer interest and winning more awards for architectural design. Cedar Valley cedar shingle siding panels combine both, on homes that stand out for quality construction and design excellence. Real value homebuyers can see from the curb. Or from the water.

"We wanted the authentic Nantucket look of real cedar shingles," says Marty Finta, vice president of Loboco, Inc., Columbus, developer of Heron Bay on Buckeye Lake, Ohio, projected for 165 homes in the next four years and site of this year's Central Ohio BIA Parade of Homes. "Working with the architects we both agreed on Cedar Valley. Real individual cedar shingles with wide keyways had the natural shingle appearance we wanted...even to the signature lighthouse."

C.V. Perry Builders of Columbus built the first shingle homes and they were joined by Heron Bay Development of Thornville, Ohio. The shingle-style homes were a success from the start, selling as fast as they could be built.

For the name and phone number of your nearest Cedar Valley distributor, call 800-521-9523 or fax 408-636-9035. Or write to Cedar Valley Shingle Systems, 943 San Felipe Rd., Hollister, CA 95023, or use the information card.
THE NEW LOOK OF THERMO-PLY PROTECTIVE SHEATHING

NO BULL! IT'S THERMO-PLY TOUGH!

Thermo-PLY Protective Sheathing is a fine product of Simplex Products. A company Adrian MI 49221 (800) 345-8881
Other building products include R-Wrap® and Barricade® Housewraps, Finestone® EIFS and Architura™ Interior Finishes
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You know about the rewards, here’s how to guard against the risks of electronic document exchange.

by Ann C. Sullivan

- Inaccuracy. Liability.
- Theft. Unauthorized modifications. Misuse of drawings. Compensation. Think you had worries when you were dealing with paper drawings? Well, the challenges intensify with electronic media because our digital world offers far fewer access and duplication obstacles. A few precautions will ease your mind.

Tool Chest

Continual software advances and widespread Internet access make it ever easier for architects to collaborate electronically with other architects, consultants, and clients. For example, two of the largest CAD software developers have focused their efforts on publishing and exchanging documents via the Web.

Bentley Systems, developer of MicroStation, markets network-server software that lets users publish drawing files on secure Web sites. Autodesk’s Drawing Web Format allows users to save drawings in a format that can be read on the Web. Developers are even trying to replicate the effect of a stamped and dated record set of drawings digitally. Datakey created SignaSURE, a $230 package that lets architects embed a digital signature in CAD drawings.

Put It in Writing

New provisions in the AIA’s contracts attest to the proliferation of electronic document exchanges. Revised for the first time in 10 years, the 1997 version of the AIA’s B141—The Owner/Architect Agreement contains a new clause that suggests parties draft a separate agreement to deal with electronic instruments of service (see “Take Note,” right).

Take Note

The following is “Article 1.3.2.4,” a new clause in AIA’s B141—The Owner/Architect Agreement that advises architects to draft a separate agreement to deal with electronic instruments of service.

Prior to the Architect providing to the Owner any Instruments of Service in electronic form or the Owner providing to the Architect any electronic data for incorporation into the Instruments of Service, the Owner and the Architect shall by separate written agreement set forth specific conditions governing the format of such Instruments of Service or electronic data, including any special limitations or licenses not otherwise provided in this Agreement.

For more on AIA contract documents, see http://www.residentialarchitect.com

continued on page 90
Now you can get the classic look of tongue & groove planking without the high cost and hassle:

- Ply-Bead® Classic with a 1.6" on center bead pattern and sanded face
- Available in easy-to-install 4' x 8' panels in 11/32" thickness
- Finishes beautifully with primer and paint or opaque stain (acrylic latex only)
- For interior or protected exterior applications
- Ideal for porch ceilings, soffits, bonus room paneling, and garage liner

Ply-Bead Classic gives all the rich detail of premium materials with the trouble-free qualities of plywood. All at a price that's sure to fit your budget.

G-P Ply-Bead® Classic - the affordable alternative to tongue & groove planking.
The AIA does not provide wording for this agreement because every project warrants different considerations, notes James Dunn, a member of the committee that drafted the new version of B-141 and a principal at Boston-based Goody, Clancy & Associates. But for the first time, B-141 clearly establishes that the costs associated with providing digital media are reimbursable expenses. And it instructs the parties to determine how electronic documents will be used in the future.

Many clients expect architects to deliver digital drawings and specifications at the end of a project. CAD files are a valuable resource, and architects should negotiate their delivery. Any agreement should state that documents produced are instruments of professional service and that an electronic transaction does not represent a sale of goods.

Parties should also agree for what purposes the data will be used and negotiate a limited license for its reuse. Architects' designs are protected by copyright, as spelled out in the Architectural Works Copyright Protection Act of 1990. Unless an architect assigns copyright ownership to a client, a copyright tag and disclaimer should be included in the title block.

Architects, owners, and consultants should determine what version of CAD software will be used and who is responsible for translation costs, since parties' property is concerned about changes made," acknowledges Dunn.

Architects should always keep both a digital and a hard copy of electronic files as delivered. Send a hard copy of drawings and include a transmittal that states the contents, whether they're sent by disk or by telephone line.

Consider delivery methods that allow recipients to read, but not alter, files. Read-only CDs are produced on a recordable CD drive, which retails for less than $2,000. They can be written on only once but can be read or copied countless times. In other words, the recipient can't tamper with the original file.

"At Goody, Clancy, we won't give anybody a medium that can be altered," says Dunn. The firm sends drawing files on read-only CDs and keeps a copy of all files for its archives.

"Anytime the owner or subsequent user does after that, they take on the liability for changes." And some firms distribute files to consultants through an FTP server. (FTP, or file transfer protocol, is a method of transferring files over the Internet.) Password-protected access allows only authorized users to download files.

**plan ahead**

The best defense against digital nightmares is to be well prepared and consistent. Architects should address electronic exchanges up front, during contract negotiations with clients and legal counsel—not when an owner delivers digital information supplied by a geotechnical engineer in an incompatible file format and site design can't continue until the documents have been translated.

Within a firm, decide what medium will be used to distribute digital information. Develop archival strategies that establish a record of all electronic transactions. With legal counsel, draft language for delivery transmittals that contains copyright notices and disclaimers.

Then breathe easy, knowing you've done what you can to protect yourself in this digital age. *Ra*

---

Amc C. Sullivan is a freelance writer based in Massachusetts and former associate editor of Architecture magazine.
The refreshing beauty of Oceano. The soothing tones of Villandry. The timeless elegance of Black Pearl. Whatever the setting, Crossville Porcelain Stone offers over 100 award-winning hues to color any mood. Unlike other surfaces, our porcelain stone is 30 percent harder than granite, features through-body color and offers a variety of textures.

And with our CROSS-SHEEN™ surface, it is virtually impossible to stain and easy to clean. So whether you are looking for an easy-to-maintain kitchen counter and coordinating floor, a slip-resistant bathroom floor with matching wall, or our polished finish for the living room...Crossville’s palette of colors will be at home throughout the house!
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When these pros want easy installations and lasting quality, they use all the reinforcement they can get.

That's why their first choice is Charter Oak™ reinforced premium vinyl siding. From Alside.

"With our background in carpentry, trim work and cabinetry, our tolerances are close. I have experienced wood carpenters hanging vinyl siding, and they demand more. Charter Oak is a better, straighter, more rigid panel to work with. My men can hang it alone, because it stays locked in place. And they can hang it in wind because it doesn't blow around. As a result, my crews are a lot more productive."

"I'm a very meticulous person, and I'll be honest, for most of my life I haven't been much for vinyl siding. I wanted to see wood on homes. Now when I'm starting a new project, when I look at the cost and value factors involved, I want the best siding I can put on, and that's Charter Oak. I just don't want to hang other products."

Bryan Thomas, owner, Thomas Construction, Clinton, PA. 20 years experience. Specializes in custom-built and multi-family homes in $100,000 to $300,000 price range.

Here's why the pros choose Charter Oak.

Exclusive one-piece TriBeam™ panel reinforcement makes Charter Oak the strongest, stiffest and easiest-to-use vinyl siding on the market.
"I had been using another premium panel, but I switched to Charter Oak because of its strength and rigidity. It has the ability to span warped studs and still keep a straight line. In the past, if we found a warped stud, we'd either have to cut it out or take the bow out of it, then strap it. With a major warp, of course, we still have to do that, but Charter Oak's strength and rigidity allow us to span most minor bows, and that saves us a lot of time."

"I'm really impressed with Charter Oak. In fact, it's worked out so well that I put it on another home I just built—my own."

"For almost 30 years we've been using aluminum, because it was the only siding that covered a particular substrate builders around here like to use. The substrate is very uneven, especially if it gets some weather before we get there. There wasn't a vinyl product on the market that could span the void. Over time, the siding would just conform to the wall. Charter Oak is the first vinyl siding we can put over that substrate and not have to worry about it. "In fact, on one project, we have Charter Oak homes mixed in with older aluminum-sided homes, and the Charter Oak homes look far superior. The walls really stay straight."

If you want easy installations and lasting quality when you start your next project, then join the pros using Charter Oak. Just visit your local Alside Supply Center or independent Alside distributor. Or call our toll-free FastBack™ teleresponse center at 1-800-922-6009 to obtain product literature or arrange for a product demonstration.

Charter Oak. From Alside. Superior reinforcement... for results you can count on.
Glulam Exposed

they’re strong, eco-friendly, and good looking. They’re glue-laminated beams. Check them out next time your design calls for exposed timbers.

By Kent Dougherty

Solid dimensional timber is an endangered species, thanks to the depletion of large-diameter trees and limited access to old-growth reserves. So what’s an architect to do?

Glue-laminated beams, or glulams, are an increasingly popular alternative to dimensional lumber. Some purists yearn for the days when 8-by-20-inch solid beams were easy to come by. But many architects have found that glulams’ higher strength, lower cost, eco-friendliness, and good looks offer a superior substitute.

“Most of my work has some exposed glulams in the design,” says Jon Sayler, AIA, of Spokane, Wash. “Glulam has many benefits over a solid-hewn piece of lumber because it’s not going to crack, split, dry out, or bend. Besides, if I have a 50- or 60-foot span, I’m not going to find dimensional lumber to handle that load. Period.”

Finish grades

Glulams come in three finish grades: industrial, architectural, and premium. Each costs about 5% more than the grade below it. Rating marks are stamped on the top of the beam and so are normally covered, but they can easily be sanded off where they are fully exposed, as in the case of a vertical column.

Industrial grades usually are specified when the beam will be hidden. Architectural grade beams are standard for most exposed work with four finished sides; all imperfections of one-half inch or greater are filled. Premium grades, with all imperfections filled, are used where the highest aesthetic quality is required.

For solid-hewn timber die-hards, another grade has recently been introduced. Called rough-sawn texture, its sides and edges are distressed to mimic the look of a solid-hewn timber beam.

Regardless of the grade or use, a semi-translucent stain is recommended, with a standard polyurethane sealer. The glue lines in the beams, often under 9/1000th of an inch, melt into the grain and do not stand out under the finish. No standard finishing product will damage the glue.

Wood species

Glulam beams are available in many wood species. They typically are manufactured from softwoods such as southern pine, hemlock, and Douglas fir, but other species can be substituted. Alaskan cedar, a highly durable wood, is often specified for exterior applications. And architects can now specify a variety of hardwoods for glulams. Oak, red maple, and yellow poplar can all be special ordered. Highway engineers who work in New York and Pennsylvania are designing bridges using hardwood glulams to take advantage of local resources. That’s continued on page 96
Our best chance to get your business is to build the best window.

Your standards are high. So we set ours even higher. Our goal is to build the best possible window for you and your customers. And we've reached it with a window that offers the ultimate in structural integrity and performance.

With their modular design, EAGLE® windows allow you to create striking, coordinated window systems using virtually any combination of window styles – including French doors and patio doors. And EAGLE offers a comprehensive array of design options – from Decorelle™ glass to Modern Divided Lights® to Designer Colors™ – to make every home you build a neighborhood showplace.

EAGLE. The best choice.

1. Strength and energy efficiency are ensured with solid wood construction, with interiors that come prefinished or ready to paint or stain.

2. Low-maintenance beauty and structural integrity are preserved with patented extruded aluminum exteriors that are several times stronger than thinner, roll-formed aluminum styles.

3. Year-round energy savings and a clear, untinted view are provided with Low-E Maximizer Plus™ glass.

4. Air and water infiltration are virtually eliminated with high-performance weatherstripping.

Years of trouble-free performance and effortless operation are ensured with high-quality hardware.

P.O. Box 1072 • 375 East 9th St. • Dubuque, IA 52004-1072
1-800-453-3633
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true testimony to the product's strength and durability.

residential applications
Glulam engineering is fairly complex, causing confusion among architects and builders about what grades to specify. So APA-The Engineered Wood Association (whose members represent about two-thirds of glulam manufacturers) recently came out with a "residential beam" that has a structural grade designation of 24F-1.8E. This grade means the beam has a bending stress of 2,400 PSI and a modulus of elasticity of 1.8 million—ample strength and stiffness for most simple spans. The new beam helps take some of the mystery out of residential glulam specification.

Glulams typically are manufactured with a high degree of camber to offset deflection under load. In the past, the camber has occasionally presented framing difficulties, particularly in short spans, where it could throw off a floor or ceiling line. To address this problem, the 24F-1.8E comes with a very low, 3,500-foot radius camber; it also can be ordered with zero camber.

Kent Dougherty is a freelance writer based in Washington, D.C.
Epicure
Broaden Your Horizons
48" of Pro Performance

The new ERSD48, featuring the world’s first 20,000 BTU Infrared Gas Broiler, in a Self-Cleaning, Pure Convection Electric Oven.
Disappearing Doors

Glass doors slide into walls, letting the outdoors in.

by Rick Vitullo, AIA

In traditional Japanese teahouse architecture, the structure is placed in the natural environment so that the lines blur between interior and exterior, natural and built. Windows melt into and frame views; doors disappear into walls to create the appearance of standing in nature while one actually stands inside. Where a "room" begins and ends is left to the viewer's interpretation.

Architect Wayne L. Good set out to design a house on the Miles River near Easton, Md., with this aesthetic in mind. The main living area faces the river. He designed that elevation as a series of sliding glass doors. When opened, the doors disappear into the walls, creating a room that feels as if it were part of the garden and landscape.

He detailed the structure at the corner where the two intersecting glass and screen door systems meet so that the head is suspended from a beam above. This arrangement eliminates the need for a corner post.

The living room's finish wood floor is designed to be flush with the wood threshold of the sliding doors. Since the cantilevered wood platform outside the doors is covered with a wide canopy protecting it from the weather, a 1-inch drop from threshold to platform is sufficient. The platform is only 10 inches or so from

Intersecting "window walls" slide into pockets, opening the living room to garden access and river views.

Illustrations: Rick Vitullo
I think that I shall never see
A poem as lovely as a tree.
A Prestique® shingle in Forest Green, however
Comes pretty darn close.*

We're not poets (obviously). But we are tempted to wax lyrical over the woodsy good looks of our Prestique
premium shingles in Forest Green. And this popular color is now available in all three Prestique products — the
shingles with dimensional good looks and dependable performance. ◊ They're all a definite step up from
ordinary three-tabs. So contact your Elk distributor for the shingles with looks and
performance your customers will appreciate. ◊ After all, in those areas we're definitely
a little more well-versed. *our apologies to Joyce Kilmer
hands on

the ground, eliminating the need for a view-impeding railing.

The door system consists of three 6-foot-wide custom milled sliding glass doors in the main wall and two 3-foot-wide doors in the adjoining wall. The door hardware enables the doors to be lifted, slid, locked, and sealed. When turned, the mechanism lifts the door off the track in its weatherstripped and fixed state, allowing it to slide. As each door slides, it interlocks with the adjacent door as it moves down the track; the vertical interlocking component also includes weatherstripping. At the corner the doors meet at right angles (remember, there is no corner post), interlocking to create a tight seal. The door handle is designed to blend in when the doors are closed. The handle is removed when the doors are slid into the wall pocket, and stored in a drawer.

Good’s design produces a room that, with doors closed, allows protected views out through the glass doors. Slide the doors away, and there is an uninterrupted view and passage from the living area to the garden and river beyond.

Rick Vitullo, AIA, is founder and principal of Oak Leaf Studio Architects, Crownsville, Md.

A canopy covers the platform outside the sliding doors, protecting the threshold and interior floors from the elements. The shallow 1-inch step from threshold to platform minimizes the distinction between inside and outside “rooms.” A hinged door covers the sliding screen doors when they are retracted into their pocket.

The removable door handle, when turned 180 degrees, lifts the door off its track, thus “unlocking” it, breaking the weatherstrip seal, and allowing the door to slide. An interlocking vertical weatherstrip at the adjoining door stiles engages when the sliding doors are extended on their tracks.
Create the homes of your customers’ dreams. Designs that build dream homes begin with Kolbe & Kolbe. We are dedicated to providing our customers with wood windows and doors that break the rules. Custom shapes, unique grille designs, exotic exterior finish colors, historic replications – we meet the challenge of making your custom home designs a reality.

For a FREE product catalogue, please call 1-800-955-8177.
Bomanite cast-in-place architectural concrete paving combines the beauty of natural materials with the durability of concrete. An endless palette of colors and more than 90 creative patterns let you add a distinctive touch to your residential projects. Come home to the quality of Bomanite. Call 800-854-2094, visit our Web site at http://www.bomanite.com or contact your local Bomanite licensee today.

Bomanite®. The Paving Innovators.

ALABAMA
Jeffco Concrete Contractors, Inc. (800) 226-2668

ALASKA
John-Wayne Construction Co. (907) 344-3511

ARIZONA
Professional Concrete Services, Inc. (520) 751-0518
Southern Arizona
Progressive Concrete Works, Inc. (602) 943-7241
www.ProgressiveConcrete.com
Central Arizona

CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Concretes, Inc. (510) 651-6020
www.BayAreaConcretes.com
San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose
Ben F. Smith, Inc. (626) 444-2543
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino and Ventura Counties
Bomanite of Northern California (916) 722-6687
Heritage Bomanite, Inc. (209) 299-0542 (800) 499-2606
Central California

COLORADO
Progressive Concrete, Inc. (760) 747-6100
San Diego County
Sullivan Concrete Textures (714) 556-7633 (800) 447-8559
www.sullivancement.com
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Ventura and South Santa Barbara Counties
Colorado Hardscapes (303) 750-8200
www.coloradohardscapes.com
18th Annual Builder’s Choice Design and Planning Awards

Enter the prestigious Builder’s Choice Design and Planning Awards, the foremost mark of design excellence in the housing industry. Builder’s Choice winners set the industry standard for:

- custom housing
- production housing
- communities & apartments
- remodeling & rehabilitation
- light commercial/office/retail
- design details


May 13, 1998: Entry form and fee deadline
June 5, 1998: Binder deadline

Call for Entries

NATURE’S PERFECT HOUSING

Well-designed housing deserves reward

For program details and an entry form, clip this coupon and Mail to: Builder’s Choice Awards
One Thomas Circle, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005

Or fax to: 202-785-1974
Attn: Rebecca DePietropaolo

Or call: 1-800-726-8220
Or e-mail: rdepietr@hanley-wood.com
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MonierLifetile
MonierLifetile, the nation's leader in the manufacture and sale of concrete roof tile, offers the broadest selection of colors, profiles and finishes for reroof and new construction, including CedarLite, the ultimate wood shake replacement. All products have lifetime limited warranties, Class A fire resistance and withstand the most extreme weather conditions. Call (800)571-TILE.
Circle No. 401

Announcing Stonecad™ CD-ROM from Cultured Stone®
Complete information resource on one CD-ROM -- everything you need to select, visualize, detail and specify Cultured Stone®. It contains views of all textures and colors, a photo gallery of design ideas, stone hatch patterns, tileable textures, installation information, specification formats and a Cultured Stone® Web site link. Offer limited to building professionals only. Please state your profession on the Reader Response Card.
Circle No. 402

Columns & Balustrades
Beautifully crafted architecturally authentic columns and balustrades by Melton Classics, Inc. Quality products include authentic wood columns, fiberglass columns, poly/marble columns, and synthetic stone columns and balustrades.
- Interior/Exterior
- Custom Orders
- Jobsite Delivery
Call 800-983-3060 for free literature.
Circle No. 404

The Butler® Dumbwaiters
Butler Jr. and Butler Sr. Dumbwaiters are cost-effective to own and to operate. These dependable units bring exceptional convenience and economy to any home or business, and are equipped with an automatic shut-off switch that activates in case of obstructed pathways or broken cables. These electric units are used in hotels, nursing homes, restaurants and residences to deliver materials between floors at the touch of a button. Butler Dumbwaiters are designed for 400 lb capacity. For a free brochure call The Flinchbaugh Co., Inc. at 1-800-370-2077.
Circle No. 405

Bufftech
Make the choice of professionals. Add distinctive, lasting style to your next project with the enduring value and strength of maintenance-free vinyl systems by Bufftech. Create the perfect enclosure or accent for any residential or commercial setting. Choose from the many attractive designs available including: traditional picket, privacy, semi-private and post & rail fencing styles as well as maintenance-free railing and deck systems. Proven and accepted, all Bufftech vinyl products are backed by a lifetime non-prorated warranty. Call (800)333-0569. http://www.bufftech.com
Circle No. 406
Quality Polyurethane Millwork

Inspired by historical and classical designs, ORAC DECOR polyurethane millwork is manufactured utilizing tomorrow's technology. Produced in steel molds, which yield sharp details, perfect dimensions and consistent quality every time, ORAC DECOR is lightweight, strong and easier to install than wood using traditional tools.

OUTWATER PLASTICS stocks the complete ORAC DECOR collection for immediate shipment with direct savings. Call 1.888.OUTWATER; Fax: 1.800.888.3315 for our free catalog; e-mail: outwater@outwater.com; Website: http://www.outwater.com

Circle No. 407

ACORN MANUFACTURING

Acorn Manufacturing offers an array of distinctive door and cabinet hardware in nine finishes. The comprehensive selection includes reproduction pieces associated with old world and early american architecture as well as our latest southwest design. Call for information or catalogs (800) 835-0121 or fax: (800) 372-2676. Circle No. 408

Building? Remodeling?

If so, consider planning for the future by installing a Waupaca Elevator that is designed to fit your decor. A Waupaca Elevator means comfort, convenience, mobility, and safety. DON'T BE CAUGHT UNABLE TO REMAIN IN YOUR HOME IN CASE OF ACCIDENT, ILLNESS AND/OR AGE. Our custom capabilities assure there is an elevator to fit your needs. For further information contact:

Waupaca Elevator Co., Inc.
1091 So. Grider St. • Appleton, WI 54914
Tel: 1-800-238-8739 • Fax 1-920-991-9079

Circle No. 409

Lighting Control System

Distinctly elegant and easy-to-use, the LiteTouch 2000 is a residential/ mid-range architectural lighting control system designed for flexibility and reliability. The LiteTouch 2000 can be interfaced with telephones, motion sensors, and security systems. (801)268-8688. Circle No. 411

"Enhance Your Reputation."

"Professionals Serving Professionals" 1-800-874-8408
Fax 1-770-888-7344
http://www.southernstaircase.com

Circle No. 410
Schwerd Mfg.
Circle No. 412

Custom Decorative Mouldings
If you are replacing ornamental millwork or adding character to existing construction, CDM architectural features are the solution. Our polyurethane millwork may be installed with the factory finish or easily recoated with quality paint. CDM will not warp or rot, is impervious to insects, and is the leader with price, quality and availability. Call for free color catalog.
(800)543-0553 or (302)349-4937.
Fax: (302)349-4816.
Circle No. 413

Ventilate all baths with one quiet fan. ALDES' MPV fan is designed for multiple and extensive duct runs. Remote mounting of fan assures almost silent operation. Up to 6 exhaust points at 50 cfm each. Equipped with a continuous duty motor, the MPV may be used also to provide IAQ Ventilation. SuperQuiet, Powerful & Versatile. 3 year Warranty. Cost Effective. American Aldes Ventilation Corp. 4537 Northgate Court, Sarasota, Fl. 34234. Call 1-800-255-7749 http://www.oikos.com/aldes.
Circle No. 414

New Dimensions in Decorative Hardware
The all new SIRO designs catalog completely revised and expanded featuring over 1,000 select stock items on display at KBIS '98 Chicago Booth #3006.
Please contact us for more information:
Tel: 1-800/537-SIRO
Fax: 954/749-9745
Email: <CATALOG@SIRODESIGNS.COM>
Circle No. 415

Sunrise Specialty
Shown here is the complete Victorian bath by Sunrise Specialty, including their #801 cast iron Clawfoot Tub, #400 Three Headed Shower, #700 vitreous china pedestal lavatory with #121 widespread faucet and #901 pullcain commode featuring a 1.5 gallon flush, oak tank and seat, and solid copper tank liner. Send for their free full color catalog featuring a complete selection of antique style claw-foot tubs, showers, faucets and accessories.
Phone (510) 654-1794 or fax (510) 654-5775.
Circle No. 416

A brighter idea in skylights
Sun Tunnel Skylights – The Flexible Tube Skylight That's Sweeping the Nation!
Sun Tunnel can add the beauty of natural light to almost any room in your house – in less than two hours! Installation is quick and easy. There's no painting, dry-wall or construction mess as with traditional skylights – and costs far less too!
Circle No. 417
CANAMOULD -
the perfect window trim detail for masonry construction. Our lightweight, custom extruded details provide a low maintenance, cost effective masonry look. CANAMOULD will not warp, bend or rot.
Call Max Products at 1-800-238-2541 or visit our website:
http://www.canamould.com/canamould
Circle No. 418

Purified Drinking Water, Instantly Available

Question: What's the most frequently used ingredient in any kitchen? Answer: WATER - for coffee, soups, ice cubes, salad preparation and the most thirst quenching of all drinks. Wouldn't it be great to have superb "Bottled Water" quality without the fuss, cost and inconvenience? SEAGULL® IV drinking water purifiers - General Ecology, Inc.
1-800-441-8166.
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CENTRALVAC

People choose CENTRALVAC because it does a better job. It's as simple as that. More power is the key. Because the CENTRALVAC is mounted on a wall, unlike portable vacuums, there's no size or weight limit. So the motor can be, and is, much more powerful. That added power means you clean deeper. You remove more dirt and dust, and do it faster. For more information call 800-666-3133 or 308-235-4139.
Circle No. 420

Felber Ornamental Plastering Corp.
A recognized name for over 30 years, Felber offers varied styles in stock or custom size and forms. From its 2000-plus models, Felber can provide architectural details including ceiling medallions/ornamentation, cornices, niche caps/units, domes, column capitals, brackets, cartouches and period ceiling ornamentation.
Call (800)392-6896 for a catalog or price quotation. Fax: (610)275-6636.
Circle No. 421

Roma Steam Bath, Inc.
When quality and performance are important, confidently use Roma. Only Roma offers: instant steam within 35 seconds; continuous steam production; compact design fits between wall studs; energy efficient; self cleaning; 10 year limited warranty. Optional features: new, state-of-the-art control system and automatic fragrance injection systems.
(800) 657-0656. Roma Steam Bath, Inc.
Circle No. 422

MonierLifetile
The ultimate shake replacement. MonierLifetile's CedarLite is a concrete roof tile artisan-crafted to have all the charm, beauty and warmth of hand-split cedar shakes. With CedarLite's lifetime durability and Class A fire rating, it is the superior reroof material. Lightweight for ease of installation without structural reinforcement. Call (800)2REROOF.
Circle No. 423
This Web-enabled CD is fast, easy-to-use and the most comprehensive database of its kind. It puts all the information you'll ever need about building products right at your fingertips. Just put the CD in your CD-ROM drive, click your mouse and you'll find:

- Up-to-the-minute information on over 17,000 building products
- Over 300 new product introductions
- Product catalogs for over 30 companies
- Links to hundreds of manufacturers' Web sites
- Manufacturers' addresses, phone/fax number, email addresses and ordering information

Compatible with both Windows and Macintosh-based computer systems.

For 12 years, builders have picked MiniCAD as their total CAD solution—using this one program to create precise working drawings, 3D presentations, and materials take-offs. In version 7, new features help speed the design process. Auto wall-framing, solids modeling, Sun placement, high-quality rendering. Hundreds of building symbols. DWG/DXF import and export. All in one easy-to-use, cross-platform program.

Call 1-800-241-BLDR

It costs just $29.95
plus $5.00 for shipping
and handling
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Circle No. 424

Lots of CAD software will SAVE you money...
Ours will help you MAKE it!

For information on advertising in residential architect magazine's CAD section, please contact Arlis Dellapa at 312.664.4092
special places

choreographing space
san francisco architects cathi and steven house explore the greek island of santorini.

Arriving the first time on Santorini was like a dream. Dazzling white houses engulfed us in a tangled maze of tiny, twisting streets. Villages perched on rugged cliffs, dug into deep ravines, and fortified hilltops. It was a full-scale study model in which we first learned about light, texture, movement, and composition.

Wandering Santorini’s paths taught us how space is choreographed. Excitement and anticipation overwhelmed us as we turned this way and that, always aware that something new was about to unfold. The path widens; the wall becomes a seat; you move like a dancer up stairs, around balconies. We began to see, not just with our eyes, but with our souls.

Now we choreograph movement through the buildings we create—not only physically, but visually and spiritually. Santorini set us on a path that changed our lives forever and touches our work every day. It was there that we learned what architecture can be. ra

—Cathi and Steven House